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Breakthrough Button
Designs for Pro Mod, Big
Turbos and Top Ring
Placement Advice

RACING
PISTONS

Text by Freddie Heaney
Photos by Moore Good Ink

A

Denver rAcing piston speciAlist has just
announced unique piston pin retention buttons. its
latest design for pro Mod and big turbo racing
engines incorporates a radial locking feature.

would prevent the expander in the oil
control ring from distorting around the
half-moon opening, a deﬁciency
particularly prevalent in power-adder
race engines.”
Though partially true, they later
discovered the original button could, in
fact, damage the oil control ring by
pushing upward or rotating against it, or a
combination of both.
Now Gibtec Pistons has redesigned the
button with a radial locking mechanism
and has ﬁled a comprehensive patent to
protect the design.

The advent of the piston button and its subsequent
popularity came about because of the convenience it
oﬀers. Changing pistons with buttons not only reduces the time
taken to replace pistons at the race track, but it also ends the
frustration of ﬁddling about with round wire locks or double
spiral versions.
“Some years ago, when we were developing the original
concept,” says Gibtec Piston’s Robbie Giebas, “the button
seemed to oﬀer a further advantage. Where the piston pin bore
breaks into the oil control ring groove, we thought the button
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//Typically, it’s the intake

/the intrinsic weakness in using round wire or spiral locks to retain piston pins in pro Mod and large
turbo engines is that they take too long to change. Buttons are far more eﬃcient when changing
pistons at the race track.

valve pocket, which is always
bigger than the exhaust, that
determines the position of
the top ring. Compact rings
and, therefore, small ring
grooves provide more
potential for variation in ring
placement than larger ring
grooves.//

SECRETS OF TOP RING
PLACEMENT

/initially, some piston makers were persuaded that the button would also prevent the oil control
ring from distorting. later, they discovered it was not vice free. A new radial locking feature from
gibtec is now regarded as the solution.
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On the subject of top ring placement,
Giebas explains, “On forced induction
and on nitrous applications, which
encounter extreme shock loads, we
move the top ring down from the piston
crown to around 0.300 inch. That said,
the top ring could be moved down by as
much as 0.450 inch, depending upon
valve size and conﬁguration, as well as
the positioning of the valve pockets, the
radial width of the top ring and the piston
pin height.
“Typically, it’s the intake valve pocket,
which is always bigger than the exhaust,
that determines the position of the top
ring. Compact rings and, therefore, small
ring grooves provide more potential for
variation in ring placement than larger
ring grooves. A naturally aspirated engine,
for example, with a top ring of 0.6mm
[0.0236 inch] axial depth and 0.110-inch
radial width, which requires a ring groove
width of 0.115 inch, oﬀers more pocket
clearance than the top ring spec of a
nitrous engine, which might measure
0.043-inch axial depth and 0.173-inch
radial width.
“But on most small-block applications
with a standard inline valve pattern and a
power adder, lowering the top ring to
around 0.300 inch protects it and the top
land from potential detonation and other
conditions that may occur in forcedinduction applications.
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/on naturally aspirated
engines, the higher the top
ring placement, the smaller
the crevice volume between
the piston and the cylinder
wall, thus the quicker the
reaction of the charge.

“With the top ring positioned at a
dimension of 0.260 inch down from the
piston crown, the piston will accept 250to 260-hp shots of nitrous. The big
consideration with nitrous is air-fuel ratios.
If they are inconsistent, no amount of topring-down placement will save the piston.
“On naturally aspirated engines, a
higher placement of the top ring is
desirable. As a result, the crevice volume
between the piston and the cylinder is
smaller. The higher placement of the top
ring also impels the induction gases to
enter the chamber faster, as smaller
crevice volumes provide quicker reactions
to the initial pull. Super Stock racers,
whose engine changes are closely
regulated, always place the top ring as
high as possible.”
When Giebas entered the competition
piston business more than two decades
ago, top ring dimensions of naturally
aspirated applications were likely to be
0.043 inch x 0.145 inch or 0.155 inch.
Today, axial depths of 0.6mm (0.0236
inch) x 0.110 inch or even 0.95-inch ring
radial widths are commonplace.
Generating less friction in the cylinder
remains the endeavor.

/on forced induction,
particularly nitrous engines,
the top ring groove is moved
down to around 0.420 inch to
0.430 inch from the piston
crown.
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